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We have observed by polarizing microscopy a novel order transition inside the nematic phase
and de® nitely below the clearing point of trans-4-hexylcyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid (C6 ).
The substance is known to exhibit the phase sequence Cr � 32 ß C � SmB � 47 ß C �
N � 96 ß C � I (where Cr=crystal, SmB=smectic B, N=nematic, I= isotropic). The order
transition, very smooth, was recognized both on cooling and on heating of the sample,
consisting of a sandwich cell made by two glass plates unidirectionally rubbed, with a gap
around 1 mm. The nematic s̀ubphase’ below the order transition is better ordered (with
smaller and more regular domains) than the other s̀ubphase’ above this transition. The data
are compared with those obtained for 4-n-heptyloxybenzoic acid (HOBA) and already
discussed in terms of a surface transition, and are interpreted as due to the presence of smectic
cybotactic clusters. To enhance the detection sensitivity, we applied a method of image
processing recently introduced by us and also able to reveal soft structural changes in the
image frame. Since the method sensitivity is at least 10 times higher with respect to standard
techniques, the order transition, even though very smooth (especially on heating), was easily
detected, without the necessity for special cell treatment to align the director perfectly in the
high temperature nematic phase.

1. Introduction ordering in the nematic phases of trans-4-alkylcyclo-
hexane-1-carboxylic acids (alkyl=butyl and hexyl, hereIn the last year, the attention of many researchers
after called C4 and C6 , respectively) [7], which do notin the ® elds of condensed matter and biological systems
contain any chiral group in the monomeric molecules,has been attracted by substances which exhibit spon-
renewed interest in the study of these compounds whichtaneous twist deformation, even if their molecules are
are mesomorphic due to the formation of cyclic (so-callednot chiral. A non-chiral lyotropic composition was
closed) dimers, via intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Thereported by Usol’tseva et al. [1, 2] to exhibit a macro-
dimer is characterized by a su� ciently elongated shapescopic chiral structure, whilst Soto Bustamante et al.
and by a rigid enough core; if the dimer concentrationrecently discussed antiferroelectric behaviour in non-
is greater than a given threshold, the mesophase appearschiral thermotropic compounds [3 ± 5]. In these reports,
[8]. Among materials forming such dimers, the mostthe authors considered the possibility that the e� ect
well known are two families of organic acids, the ® rstcould be dependent on the behaviour of the hydrogen
one with a benzene ring in the monomeric moleculesbonds in the salicylidenamino groups. The hydrogen
and the other with a cyclohexane ring; on both types,bonds in such compounds had been shown earlier to be
extensive studies have been performed [9± 12]. To theintermolecular [6]. The discovery of spontaneous chiral
carboxylic acids with a benzene ring belong two well
known acids (4-n-heptyloxy- and 4-n-octyloxy-benzoic
acids, called hereafter HOBA and OOBA, respectively),*Author for correspondence.
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614 B. Montrucchio et al.

which exhibit smectic C and nematic phases [13± 15]; respectively. They produce two s̀ubphases’ N1 and
some years ago they were found to show an order N2 , characterized by di� erent textures, with the low
transition in the middle of the nematic range [16, 17]. temperature s̀ubphase’ N1 starting on heating from the

In fact, the existence of a peculiar critical temperature smectic B± nematic transition. Hence, the relevant optical
inside the nematic phase of HOBA and OOBA can be microscopy is also a� ected by images having di� erent
simply observed also by means of polarizing microscopy features.
in the orthoscopic mode [18, 19]. On cooling from the These results will be compared with those obtained
isotropic phase, if the surface treatment ensures a well by the optical investigation of the well-known phase-
ordered uniform orientation with a certain pretilt in the and order-changes of HOBA. HOBA exhibits both
nematic phase, at a particular critical temperature the smectic C and nematic phases [13, 14], with two s̀ub-
uniform alignment changes abruptly into a multidomain phases’ N1 and N2 in the nematic range; at ® rst glance,
structure. On the other hand, on heating from the the textures in HOBA nematic s̀ubphases’ appear to
smectic phase, a softer change occurs over an interval be similar to those characterizing the C6 nematic s̀ub-
distributed not far from the same temperature, with some phases’. The presence of the low temperature N1
hysteresis. But, if in the nematic s̀ubphase’ at higher s̀ubphase’ in HOBA was attributed to the presence of
temperature pretilt is absent, or if the alignment is not cybotactic clusters having short range smectic C
su� ciently uniform, on cooling, the order transition is ordering [15].
also very soft or even undetectable by usual optical The experiment here reported involved polarizing
observations. microscopic observation in the orthoscopic mode. The

It is very interesting to look for the existence of a cells used were of a common sandwich type, with a gap
similar order transition in acids like C4 and C6 , with the of 1 mm. The liquid crystal material was introduced by
aim of understanding the in¯ uence of the cyclohexane capillarity when it was in the isotropic phase. The inner
ring. Furthermore, we wanted to know whether such surfaces of the cell substrates (glass plates) were simply
an order transition is dependent on the existence of a rubbed in order to favour a unidirectional planar align-
smectic arrangement in the phase sequence of the meso- ment in one privileged direction. However, no particular
genic acids (C4 is reported not to exhibit any smectic chemical or topographical treatment of the glass plates
phase, whereas C6 is characterized by a smectic B phase was used in making up the cells. In this case, the
[20, 21]).

microscopy observations on C6 , made by eye, showed
To reveal this kind of transition, it was decided to

that the transition at the critical temperature Tc between
apply the image processing analysis recently introduced

the two nematic s̀ubphases’ was scarcely identi® able
by us for detecting soft image changes [22]. This method

on cooling from the isotropic phase, and very di� cultlyis particularly useful in conditions where the transition
detectable on heating from the smectic phase.under study is very smooth, implying for instance only

Nevertheless we will show that, following the statisticala small texture change inside the nematic phase.
approach to the data recently developed by us [22],In § 2 the experiment is described; in § 3 the application
the critical temperature becomes observable withoutof the image analysis method to the detection of the
di� culty in both runs, and with a higher sensitivity withorder transition in C6 is reported and compared with
respect to simple inspection by eye. This once morethe case of HOBA, and the conclusions are given in § 4.
demonstrates the power of the proposed method for
assisting measurement of soft transition temperatures by2. Experimental
means of a proper statistical analysis of the image frame.We report here the detection of an order transition in

The sample was mounted in a Linkam hot stagethe nematic phase of C6 : it is very clearly revealed, due
and the temperature was controlled within 0.1 degreeto the high sensitivity of the image processing technique.
accuracy. The optical investigation was carried outOn the contrary, such a type of order transition was
using a Leitz polarizing microscope. A JVC colour CCDfound to be absent in the nematic phase of C4 . Let us
camera with ® xed shutter was used for recording obser-clarify the di� erence between the two substances: C4
vations: the digital image acquisition from the cameraexhibits no smectic phase, whereas C6 is characterized
was made by a colour video digitizer (Play Inc.) , drivenby a smectic B phase, from 32 ß C to 47 ß C, then becoming
by a computer. The JVC camera was simultaneouslynematic up to the clearing point of 96 ß C [20, 21]. In
connected to a Grundig S-VHS video recorder and to athe case of C6 , the order transition appears at a particular
Polaroid colour printer.critical temperature of 62 ß C on heating and shows a big

The transition temperatures observed in the case ofhysteresis on cooling (54 ß C). The presence of an order
C6 (monomer formula: C6H13C6H10 COOH) are showntransition means that the nematic phase is a� ected by

two di� erent orderings, at low and high temperatures, in the table and compared with the reference data for
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615Order transition in a cyclohexane acid

Table. Transition temperatures ( ß C) for C6 and HOBA on there are large zones with small di� erences in the light
heating and on cooling: note the hysteresis of almost 5 ß C. transmitted [12].
The transition temperature on cooling from the SmB

Another peculiar feature of C6 is that on heating, atphase to the crystal is below room temperature (*).
92 ß CÐ almost 4 ± 5 degrees below the clearing pointÐ

On heating Cr ± Sm Sm± N1 N1 ± N2 N2 ± I the colour of the domains viewed between crossed
polarizers abruptly changes, ® gure 1 (c): well oriented

C6 32 47 62 96 red areas with small green domains inside change to
HOBA 90 96 116 142

a bright green colour and simultaneously the green
inclusions change to red; then, after almost two degrees,

On Cooling I± N2 N2 ± N1 N1 ± Sm Sm± Cr the domains suddenly return to their original colours.
The same colour sequence is again given by the sampleC6 91 54 42 *
on cooling.HOBA 139 113 93 87

In ® gure 2, typical textures of the smectic C phase (a)
and of the nematic N1 (b) and N2 (c) s̀ubphases’ are
shown for HOBA. Note that the textures of the smecticHOBA. The latter are in agreement with data reported
and the nematic N1 s̀ubphase’ are apparently similarin last decade by several authors [16± 18, 23± 26].
for both C6 and HOBA; nevertheless, a more re® nedIn ® gure 1, typical textures of the smectic B phase (a)
analysis by means of the above mentioned statisticaland of the nematic N1 (b) and N2 (c) s̀ubphases’ are
method reveals substantial di� erences.shown for the cyclohexane acid C6 . The smectic phase

exhibits a regular s̀andlike’ domain structure; the
nematic N1 s̀ubphase’ looks quite di� erent from the N2 3. Analysis method and discussion

In principle, several standard methods can be useds̀ubphase’ which shows large areas with a well aligned
quasi-planar orientation. In both nematic s̀ubphases’, for analysing and classifying images and for de® ning

the statistical distances between them. In any case, theareas with di� erent birefringence can be observed: in
N1 small domains appear as spots, whereas in N2 texture discrimination can be done by choosing a set

Figure 1. Textures of trans-4-hexyl-
cyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid
(C6 ) in the smectic B phase at
44 ß C (a) and in the two nematic
s̀ubphases’ at low (b) and high
(c) temperature, 54 ß C and 90 ß C,
respectively (note that the order
transition was found to occur
at 62 ß C). The image of the high
temperature nematic phase (c)
consists of several almost uni-
form areas of bright green
colour, with a small red region
in the middle. The size of each
® gure is 340 Ö 500 mm2 .

Figure 2. Textures of 4-n-heptyl-
oxybenzoic acid (HOBA) in the
smectic C phase at 92 ß C (a) and
in the two nematic s̀ubphases’
at low (b) and high (c) temper-
ature, 110ß C and 130ß C, respect-
ively (the critical temperature
between the two nematic s̀ub-
phases’ was found to be 116 ß C
on heating). The image of the
high temperature nematic phase
(c) consists of several almost
uniform areas. The size of each
® gure is 340 Ö 500 mm2 .
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616 B. Montrucchio et al.

of parameters which account for the main spatial similar, simply translating the whole RGB image into a
unique integrated grey scale.organization of the image, whereas the model underlying

To each pixel at the arbitrary point P(x, y) in thethe parameters can be either structural or statistical
image frame our C-program associates a colour tone b[27± 30].
(red or green) ranging from 0 to 255: b (x, y) is then aThe application of the image statistical treatment to
2-dimensional function representative of the imagethe optical investigation of liquid crystals textures is
intensity (brightness) distribution over the whole imagevery important in enhancing the detection sensitivity,
frame.which allows an easier texture recognition. In a recent

Starting from the function b (x, y), which gives thepaper [22], we proposed and described a statistical
pixel colour tone, the following calculations can beapproach to the detection of smooth image changes.
performed. First, the mean intensity of the colour toneHere we limit ourselves to a brief summary of such a
is calculated:processing method, pointing out its features.

In the image recorded by the microscope camera, we
M 0=

1

lx ly P
lx

0 P
ly

0
b (x, y) dx dy (1 )consider as position and dispersion indices, the mean

intensity of the transmitted light, averaged over the
where lx , ly are the x and y rectangular range of thewhole window (which can be the entire beam cross
image frame.section or a certain part of it ) and the kth order moments

k rank statistical moments of the image can also beof the light intensity distribution (where k =1, n with n

de® ned in the following way:de® ned a priori ) [31± 33]. Of course, the mean intensity
can be de® ned as the k =0th order moment. All these
parameters are extremely sensitive to the texture changes M k=

1

lx ly P
lz

0 P
ly

0
[b (x, y) Õ M 0]k dx dy. (2 )

of the liquid crystal sample, and thus can be very useful
for the investigation of any structure change caused by All integrals can be calculated for the whole image or
either order- or phase-transitions of the material. a window identifying an object. In the latter case, the

Actually, the moments description cannot follow moments M 0 and M k allow the determination of the
the local spatial character of the image frame, since position and the mean shape of the object. These con-

cepts are very useful in a microscopic investigationthis particular information is hidden in the averaging
for the detection of defects and for the recognition ofprocedure. Moreover, we remind the reader that it is
non-homogeneous structures [32, 33].necessary to distinguish between image- and object-

Since at ® rst glance the images relevant to thecharacters: for instance, a privileged direction in the
nematic N1 and the smectic phases (see ® gure 1) lookobject can correspond to the absence of any privileged
more or less homogeneous, we use the moments M 0directions in the image (a uniformly planar aligned cell
and M k de® ned by equations (1, 2) for the whole image,gives a uniform black image using crossed polarizers);
supposing it to be characterized by only one statisticalon the other hand, a texture change in the image can be
distribution of the intensity. A posteriori , such adue simply to a rotation of the same unchanged object
hypothesis of homogeneity was justi® ed.between crossed polarizers. Nevertheless, a charac-

For checking the hypotheses of homogeneity andterization can be easily performed on the image frame
isotropy of the image frame, we proposed a set of localconcerning the image anisotropy and coarseness to be
and integrated coherence lengths [22], de® ned in theattributed essentially to sample features, i.e. to the
following way. Starting from an arbitrary point P(x, y)smectic or to the nematic phase of the mesomorphic
of the ® gure b (x, y) , we calculated along the eight radialcompounds [22].
directions taken at 45 degrees from each other theThrough the signal coming from the video digitizer,
average directional moments M

i
0 (x, y), M

i
k (x, y):the true colour image detected by the CCD camera is

stored in a ® le with a resolution of 640 Ö 480 squared
M

i
0 (x, y) =

1

l0i P
l
0

i

0
b (x + r sin h i , y + r cos h i) dr (3 )pixels. The ® le is elaborated on a Digital Alpha

Workstation DEC255 by original C-software prepared
by the authors. Such a program is able to scan and to

M
i
k (x, y) =

1

lki P
lki

0
[b (x + r sin h i, y + r cos h i)analyse the image frame, choosing one of the three

fundamental colours (red, green and blue). In our case
Õ M

i
0 (x, y) ]k dr (4 )we chose the green and the red for the C6 analysis and

the green (the most sensitive) for HOBA, since this latter where the index i ranges over all directions from 1 to 8,
material does not show any particular colour change in r is the radial distance from P, and h i is the angle formed

by the i-direction with the y-axis. The lengths l0i and lkithe heating scan: in this case the results would be quite
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617Order transition in a cyclohexane acid

are de® ned as the radial distances (from P) at which
the values of the directional moments M

i
0 (x, y) and

M
i
k (x, y) saturate, within a con® dence level t, to the

moments of the same rank M 0 and M k , averaged over
the entire image frame. In this way the local coherence
lengths l0i (x, y) and lki (x, y) are de® ned. Note that the
moments M

i
0 (x, y) , M

i
k (x, y) are not calculated over a

window as a surface, but along eight directions. Thus
our method is di� erent from the standard statistical
approach, allowing us to take naturally into account,
together with the homogeneity, the image anisotropy
which is very important in the problem of texture
recognition.

At this point, it is possible to integrate, introducing
the mean values of the previous coherence lengths
averaged over the whole window:

L 0i=
1

lx ly P
lx

0 P
ly

0
l0i(x, y) dx dy (5 )

Figure 3. Brightness occurrence of the colour under consider-
ation over the entire image frame during a temperatureL ki=

1

lx ly P
lx

0 P
ly

0
lki (x, y) dx dy. (6 )

scan (on heating) for C6 . The upper and the lower parts
of the ® gure show the red and the green colour tone b of
the same image, respectively. The tone scale varies alongWe used such averaged lengths to de® ne the coarseness
the vertical axis and the colour tone occurrence numberof the texture in the plane (x, y) for the smectic and the
N is translated into a grey tone. Black indicates the

nematic N1 , N2 s̀ubphases’, applying our method of highest occurrence of that tone; white indicates no
image analysis to the high sensitivity detection of the occurrence. The temperature varies along the horizontal

axis and the image mapping was chosen with a stepphase- and order-transitions in C6 ; as compared with
interval of two degrees. The ® gure therefore shows theHOBA.
dynamics of the occurrence dispersion during the tem-After collecting a set of image frames of the liquid perature scan giving evidence of the phase and order

crystal cell scanned at di� erent temperatures, by imposing transitions. Such transitions are at 47 ß C for SmB � N1 ,
a controlled temperature rate (1 degree min Õ

1 ) during 62 ß C for N1 � N2 and the clearing point is at 96 ß C.
heating and cooling in the range (room temperature±
clearing point) of the material under study, the histogram
of the occurrence number N of the colour tone b was representing the variance clearly show, besides the phase
calculated for each image frame. transitions, the textural transition from the optically

In ® gure 3, the brightness occurrence of red (upper scattering s̀ubphase’ (N1 ) to the more uniform subphase
part) and green ( lower part) during the temperature (N2 ). The curve relevant to the mean intensity highlights
scanning of C6 (on heating) is presented (the images the phase transitions and the textural transition, since
reported in ® gure 1 were taken during such a scanning). both the intensity and dispersion of the transmitted light
Here the colour tone b varies along the vertical axis, change in the phase and in the s̀ubphase’ transitions.
and its occurrence number N is translated into a Let us stress that the present method of investigating
convenient grey tone. the optical behaviour of the liquid crystal cell allows the

One can immediately recognize the transition from detection of the textural order transitions between the
smectic B to nematic N1 , the s̀ubphase’ order transition two s̀ubphases’ with a sensitivity comparable to that for
N1 � N2 and the clearing point. Let us stress that by the detection of the transitions from crystal to smectic,
using our analysis method all the transitions are detect- from smectic to nematic and from nematic to isotropic
able with high sensitivity; in particular, the critical point phases.
N1 � N2 (the order transition) too becomes clearly In ® gure 5 the mean intensity and variance for a
detectable, even in the case when it is very smooth by temperature scan on HOBA are shown for com-
eye inspection. parison. In this case, the curve reporting the mean

In ® gure 4, the mean intensity- and the variance- intensity highlights the phase much more than the order
curves of the histograms shown in ® gure 3 are recorded transition, due to the fact that the transmitted light is

almost equal in the two s̀ubphases’; it is now only theby the thick and thin lines, respectively: the curves
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618 B. Montrucchio et al.

variance behaviour which reveals the presence of the
two di� erent s̀ubphases’.

By comparing the change of the variance at the order
transition with the corresponding intensity change, we
realize that the moments statistics method can be at
least ten times more sensitive than standard methods
based only on the detection of the transmitted light
intensity.

An analysis of the coarseness of the images has also
been performed, with the aim of determining whether
the smectic texture is always characterized by a di� erent
size of the grains with respect to the low temperature
nematic s̀ubphase’ N1 . It is interesting to compare the
previous textures with the texture corresponding to
the nematic s̀ubphase’ N2 , which exhibits practically no
grains, but a schlieren structure, and to determine what

Figure 4. Temperature dependence, on heating, of the mean the relative sizes of the domains are in the two nematic
intensity (thick line) and of the variance (thin line) of the

s̀ubphases’. Thus we calculated the mean values of thetransmitted light for the red and green tone b(x, y) of the
previously introduced coherence lengths L 0i , fromimages, in the case of the C6 sample. The y-scales are

related to the colour tone units Ð the left scale, arbitrary equation (5), along the eight i-directions, each at 45
( from 0 to 255) refers to the intensity, the right scale degrees, scanning with the position of the starting point
(unit squared with respect to the previous one), refers to the entire window of the image frame. In fact, if we
the variance. Note the order transition between the N1 compare two image frames, one with the intensityand N2 s̀ubphases’ at 62 ß C, clearly evidenced by both

described by a gaussian, and the other made by smallintensity- and variance-curves. Notice also the colour
change at about four degrees below the clearing point. quasi-regular domains ( like a chessboard), a coherence

length de® ned as in the ® rst case practically coincides
with the double standard deviation; in the second case,
it is given by the double grain size taken in the same
direction, then decreasing with the sample coarseness.
Moreover, the coherence length turns out to be contrast-
independent, as one can realize when considering two
chessboards with the same pitch, but one with high
contrast black± white, and the other with a low contrast
sinusoidal grey scale. As a conclusion, the image frames
exhibit a coherence length proportional to the average
grain size.

The ® gures of merit of the texture coarseness in the
plane (x, y) for the smectic and the nematic N1 , N2

s̀ubphases’ in the case of C6 are shown in ® gure 6 (a),
in comparison with the same ® gure of merit already
found in the case of HOBA, ® gure 6 (b). In both cases
the con® dence level was conventionally established at
5%, and the colour tone analysed was green for both
materials. By converting images to the integrated grey

Figure 5. Temperature dependence, on heating, of the mean scale, no signi® cant variations in the ® gures of merit
intensity (thick line) and of the variance (thin line) of the were found.
transmitted light for the green tone b (x, y) of the images,

Although at ® rst glance the corresponding textures ofin the case of HOBA. The y-scales are related to the
C6 shown in ® gure 1 and those of HOBA reported incolour tone units Ð the left scale, arbitrary (from 0 to 255)

refers to the intensity, the right scale (unit squared with ® gure 2 look more or less similar; nevertheless the
respect to the previous one), refers to the variance. This coarseness ® gure of merit reveals a substantially di� erent
® gure is reported for comparison of the behaviour of behaviour of the grain size with temperature. In fact, the
HOBA with that of C6 (see ® gure 4). Note that here the

C6 and HOBA images (a), relevant to the smectic phase,order transition between the N1 and N2 s̀ubphases’ appears
exhibit practically the same grain size (10 ± 15 mm), some-at 116 ß C, and is clearly evidenced by the variance- and

not by the intensity-curve. what elongated in one direction, and the ® gure of merit
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619Order transition in a cyclohexane acid

has the same elliptical shape and the same area (with
the accidental exchange x± y in the image). But, on
increasing the temperature, when crossing the smectic±
nematic transition, the C6 image enlarges the grain size
a little, see ® gure 1 (a, b): then the N1 ® gure of merit has
a greater area than the SmB ® gure of merit. Later, at
the order transition point, the resulting schlieren texture
of the image, ® gure 1 (c) , produces a ® gure of merit for
N2 comparable to the double standard deviation of the
distribution.

On the other hand, on heating through the smectic±
nematic transition, the HOBA image moved towards a
situation with a slightly smaller grain size, ® gure 2 (a, b),
and then the N1 ® gure of merit is a subset of the
SmC ® gure of merit. Moreover, on crossing the order
transition point, the N2 s̀ubphase’ was characterized by
a much more uniform schlieren texture, resulting in a
diminishing of the intensity standard deviation, see
® gure 2 (c) . Thus the relevant ® gure of merit is included
in the previous one.

The presence in HOBA of a nematic low temperature
s̀ubphase’, more ordered than the usual nematic phase
(also from a microscopic point of view), was explained
as being due to the presence of a short range smectic C
ordering above the smectic± nematic transition (pre-
transitional cybotactic clusters [15, 19, 23] ). We can
explain the analogous texture in C6 as being due to
the occurrence of smectic B ordering, also providing
cybotactic clusters.

4. Conclusions

We have investigated by polarizing microscopy the
textures of thin layers of two homologous trans-
4-alkylcyclohexane-1-carboxylic acids (alkyl=butyl, C4 ,
and =hexyl, C6 ). These substances are mesogens since
they form intermolecular H-bonds; they are known to
exhibit the phase sequence Cr � 36 ß C � N � 86 ß C � I,
and Cr � 32ß C � SmB � 47ß C � N � 96 ß C � I, respect-
ively. We have found a novel order transition inside the

Figure 6. Figure of merit providing the mean coherence lengths nematic phase only in C6 , the substance which is charac-
L 0 i for the smectic and the two nematic s̀ubphases:’ : (a) for terized by a smectic B phase. The order transition, very
the images relevant to C6 , shown in ® gure 1, and (b) for smooth, was recognized both on cooling and on heating.the images relevant to HOBA, reported in ® gure 2. The

The nematic s̀ubphase’ below the order transition wasradial distance de® ning the ® gure of merit is practically
found to be better ordered (with smaller and morecoincident with the average domain size taken in that

direction: then the ® gures of merit estimate the directional regular domains) than the other s̀ubphase’ above the
coarseness of the texture in the smectic phase and in the same transition. There was no necessity for a special
s̀ubphase’ N1 ; however, in the nematic N2 s̀ubphase’, treatment of the cell plates to align the director in thethe ® gure of merit gives the double standard deviation

high temperature nematic phase, since we applied aof the distribution. The grain size for both materials
method of image processing recently introduced by usis practically the same in the smectic phase, whereas it is

di� erent in the N1 s̀ubphase’. Let us note also that the that is able to reveal soft structural changes in the image
® gure of merit of the N2 s̀ubphase’ in HOBA is the frame. The sensitivity of the method is at least 10 times
smaller one, since the s̀ubphase’ is characterized by a higher with respect to standard techniques. The data,much more uniform schlieren texture, resulting in

compared with the results previously obtained fora diminishing of the intensity standard deviation, see
HOBA, are interpreted as being due to the presence of® gure 2 (c).
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